Working Bee June 24th 2017
By Terry Lane

A lovely sunny winter’s day for our June working
bee.
Since the beginning of the year we have been
working up at the Millbrook ruin removing aloes
which were spreading all over the site. It was
pretty hard work so this month we decided to
take it a little easier and remove the large wire
tree frames surrounding black wattles on Main
Flat. There was just the five of us that turned up
this month, Claude, Maelor, Doug, Robert Irvine
and I.
But first we had to empty the aloe filled wool
bales from last month into the dump-master.

30 years ago Main Flat was covered in black
wattle the flowers providing nitrogen rich pollen
for honeyeaters and wattle birds and the
blossoms and gum for sugar gliders. The trees are
relatively short lived between 10-20 years but
seeds are viable for 50 or so and will germinate
after heavy rainfall.

Main Flat 1986.
It was after rain eight years ago that the Friends
went searching for seedlings and to protect them
with wire tree frames before the rabbits and
wallabies got to them.

Claude, Doug and Maelor.

Searching for wattles September 2009
And that’s where they belong

May have left this one on a little too long
Black Wattle (Acacia mearnsii)
we should have done this as the first trees were
coming to the end of their life, the disappearance
of this important food source helped in the
decline of the parks gliders that were introduced
in 1989. These tall frames have been extremely
successful allowing the tree to grow beyond the
reach of even the biggest kangaroo (and Doug)

Another successful plant down here on Main Flat
is the Poa grass

I had a chat with Tristan about the Bridal Creeper
that is getting out of control and is spreading all
over Main Flat, he has since informed me he is
getting some work done on it.

Doug replacing a guard that had fallen over.

Bridal Creeper is native to South Africa and is a
weed of national significance due to its
invasiveness. Its climbing stems and foliage
smother native plants and it forms a thick mat of
underground tubers so it’s difficult to remove
completely.

Ranger Team Leader Tristan Factor came by for a
chat and said he photographed a peregrine falcon
on the columns using his camera with a 300mm
lens.

Bridal creeper growing over a tree frame.

Time out for a cuppa.
Before long it was lunchtime so we headed back
up to the depot for a BBQ.

Doug’s first workingbee with FOOPs July 2015.
Doug has been a dedicated hard working
volunteer these past two years and will be very
much missed.
This will be the last work day for Doug for quite a
while.
He has retired after driving trains for over forty
years and is moving to Queensland where he has
family but will fly down a few times a year for our
working bees (now that a dedicated FOOPs)
He will also do a fair bit of traveling up the top
end off the beaten track in this recently
purchased 4wd

Next Workingbee July 30th National Tree Day
planting in Sydenham Park next to the Organ
Pipes National Park
For details of the days program contact
Conservation Community Liaison
Officer

Martha Ragg:
MarthaR@Brimbank.vic.gov.au Ph: 0408
319 742 or 9249 4717

I will send out a flyer soon.

